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Cu„001… to HD energy transfer and translational to rotational energy
conversion on surface scattering

L. V. Goncharova, J. Braun,a) A. V. Ermakov, G. G. Bishop,b) D.-M. Smilgies,c)

and B. J. Hinch
Department of Chemistry and Laboratory of Surface Modification, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New
Jersey 08854

~Received 19 June 2001; accepted 24 July 2001!

Intense peaks are observed in angular intensity distributions for HD scattering from the Cu~001!
surface. These can be ascribed to coherent diffraction with translational energy transfers ofDE
50, 211.0, or 33.11 meV to molecular rotational energy. Time-of-flight spectra, at other scattering
angles, display inelastic peaks that are assigned to phonon creation or annihilation processes with
either the HD rotationally elastic or inelastic transitions. The HD phonon dispersion curves suggest
a strong HD coupling both with surface Rayleigh modes and with bulk phonon modes of the metal
surface. Comparisons of both elastic and inelastic scattering intensities are also made with those
reported for the Ni~001! surface. To explain an apparent anomalous diffraction peak intensity ratio
for Ni, a preferential coupling for the HDJ50 rotational state into a predissociation channel above
the Ni surface is proposed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1403001#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There have been many studies of hydrogen scatte
from copper surfaces that look at various aspects of
molecule-surface interaction. State resolved dissocia
adsorption1,2 and thermal induced desorption studies3–6 have
looked at the dissociation/reassociation channel, whe
lower incident energy scattering has been used to investi
the influence of the physisorption potential well.7–10 Fewer
studies have been made of molecular diffraction a
molecule-to-surface energy transfer for the copper substra
The studies to be presented in this paper are all perfor
with incident translational energies~,100 meV! too low to
promote dissociative adsorption. All work uses the grou
vibrational state of hydrogen, and the incident molecu
beam is rotationally cold,J50. In addition, care was take
to avoid selective adsorption conditions; i.e., scattering c
ditions that can couple into bound state resonances thro
means of either rotation excitation or diffraction. In this i
cident energy regime energy redistribution and partial
commodation to the surface is observed. With the aid o
new apparatus we are able to resolve both separate and
bined HD rotational excitation and surface phonon creati
annihilation events.

Combined hydrogen rotational excitation and inelas
phonon scattering was observed first for hydrogen scatte
from the alkali halides. Allison and Feuerbacher perform
time-of-flight measurements on scattering of H2 and D2 from
a LiF ~100! surface to find that single Rayleigh phonon sc
tering events can occur concurrently with molecular ro
tional transitions.11 A similar result was seen for scattering
D2 from NaF.12 For HD–Ni ~001! scattering,13 perhaps sur-
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prisingly, little/few pure phonon scattering events were o
served. In addition, the measured rotational and phonon
features for HD on Ni~001!13 give evidence for a coupling o
the rotational transition to the transverse bulk edge phon
of the metal surface. Note also, unlike the symmet
(H2, D2) isomers, HD can undergo a facileJ50 to J51
rotational excitation. We show that this is indeed a comm
occurrence on surface scattering. The rotationally inela
(J:0→1) ‘‘specular’’ peak can be of order 3–5 times larg
than the elastic specular peak, just as was observed for
Cu~111!,7 Au~111!,7 Pt~111!,10,14 and Ag~111!9,15 surfaces.

These studies concentrate on molecular HD scatte
from a Cu~001! surface. The surface phonons of this su
strate have been well characterized by inelastic He scatte
studies.16,17 This paper will focus on two main issues
namely the observed ratio of rotationally inelastic-to-elas
diffraction features, and the apparent dispersion of pho
modes observed with inelastic HD scattering. In both ca
we shall make close comparison with the prior results for H
scattering from a Ni~001! surface.13 The paper begins with a
description of the new molecular beam scattering appar
and other experimental details. The measured angular di
butions for HD are presented and an ‘‘inelastic Ewald’’ co
struction is shown which aids in the assignment of the
served diffraction peaks. An asymmetry in diffraction pe
intensities is discussed. HD-surface elastic and inela
Debye–Waller factors are investigated. Time-of-flight r
solved phonon dispersion curves along two high symme
azimuths, measured with HD, are compared to those m
sured with He on the same Cu~001! surface. Finally we com-
pare the results presented here with the data taken from
Ni surface.

II. EXPERIMENT

The apparatus for these experiments was primarily
signed for studies of surfaces using both elastic diffract

ich.
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the beam scattering instrument in two different perspectives. The label numbers refer to the vacuum chamber numbers 1→10. The label
letters refer to: DP–diffusion pump; A–aperture; MV~variable aperture! manual valve, PV–~electro-! pneumatic valve; TP–turbo molecular pump; SP-
sublimation pump; CP–cryopump; MAIr–manually controlled variable aperture~iris!. A more detailed description of the components can be found in Tab
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and inelastic scattering of He atoms. In the majority of e
periments described here an HD beam seeded in He is
lized. Specific details of this beam are discussed further
low. The main components of the apparatus are a be
source chamber, an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber, a time
flight section, and a mass-resolved atom/molecule dete
~see Fig. 1!. More details of the specific components i
volved are presented in Table I.

First we describe typical experimental conditions f
work with a supersonic helium beam~some helium scatter
ing data are also presented in this work.! Ultrahigh purity He
under high pressure~typically between 3 and 70 bar! is ex-
panded into vacuum through an electron beam etched
mm diameter, Pt nozzle. The energy of the surface incid
helium atoms in the beam can be changed by varying
temperature of the nozzle, (Ei55/2kTnoz). Tnoz can be con-
trolled in the range of 40– 330 K (Ei510– 70 meV). Intrin-
sic to the supersonic expansion source, a skimmer is pla
at a variable distance before the beam nozzle to separat
central section of the beam from the stray background
pressure, and forming the boundary between a hea
pumped first chamber and a second chamber. The molec
beam passes through two further differentially pump
stages and is collimated again by the series of apertures~in-
dicated as A2/3, MV3/4, and A4/5 in Fig. 1!. Finally, when
the beam enters the scattering chamber its size is usu
determined by the diameter of aperture MV3/4. For the m
jority of data reported here, a 3.5 mm diameter apertur
utilized giving an angular spread of 0.11 °. Both smaller~less
divergent! and broader~total surface illuminating! beams are
also possible.

The UHV scattering chamber has a base pressure o
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der 1310210mbar. The molecular beam impinges direct
on a well-prepared crystalline surface and a small fraction
the back-scattered molecules~atoms! pass through anothe
four stages of differential pumping~the time-of-flight sec-
tion! to the detector chamber. The nominal angle subten
by the detector at the target is 0.12°. In this last chamber
scattered beam flux is measured using electron beam ion
tion ~ionization region;8 mm diameter!, mass selection
through an rf quadrupole mass spectrometer, and p
counting after a channeltron multiplier. While a maximu
specular intensity is not measured directly, as the dete
saturates, the specular He count rate is in excess of 10 M
from a clean Cu~001! surface with total reflectivity;20% at
Tx'130 K. The base pressure in the detector chamber~#10!
is of order 8310211mbar. A considerable fraction of that i
hydrogen (H2!. A high mass resolution~;1000! ensures no
discernable count rate from mass 2~H2). Only a dark count
rate ~;5 cps! is observed around mass 4~He!, derived pre-
sumably from x-ray induced ionization.

For measurements of inelastic scattering rates a pu
beam is used. A mechanical chopper in chamber~#2! can be
lowered into the beam. A four-slit aluminum alloy disk, 20
mm in diameter, with gating fractions between 0.7% a
2.7% is used. The chopper disk rotation is driven by a wa
cooled brushless dc motor, which is held in vacuum, and
rotation frequency can be varied easily in a range of 10
200 Hz without compromising the motor bearing lifetim
The gating fraction and rotation speed parameters allow
dependent variation of intensities and durations~widths! of
the beam pulses. Beam pulse durations range from 9.5ms
~0.7%, 200 Hz! to 64.3 ms ~2.7%, 100 Hz!. A fast LED/
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 16 Se
TABLE I. Apparatus components.

Description

Component
Pumps

Backing pumps

Intermediate Roughing

DP1 ~Varian HS-20,
17 500 l/s, 22 000 l of He/s!

roots pump~Leybold RUVAC
WSU-501, 350 CFM!

RP1 Alcatel 2063,
40 CFM

DP2 ~Varian VHS-6, 2400 l/s! - RP2/3 Alcatel 2033,
21 CFMDP3 ~Alcatel Crystal 63, 200 l/s! -

TP4 ~Pfeiffer TMU260, 210 l/s! DP4 ~Edwards Diffstak 63/150
170 l/s!

RP4/5/6 Alcatel 2033,
21 CFMTP5 ~Leybold TMP1000, 1000 l/s!

TP6 ~Pfeiffer TPU060, 56 l/s! -
SP5~Ti sublimation pump! - -
CP5 ~Varian, 4000 l/s cryopump! - -
DP7 ~Varian VHS-4, 1200 l/s! - RP7/8 Alcatel 2033,

21 CFMDP8 ~Varian VHS-4, 1200 l/s! -
TP9 ~Pfeiffer TPU060,
56 l/s!

DP ~Edwards Diffstak 63/150
170 l/s!

RP9 Alcatel 2008,
6 CFM

TP10 ~Leybold TMP360,
340 l/s!

DP10 ~Edwards Diffstak 63/150
170 l/s!

RP10 Alcatel 2012,
9 CFM

PV4, PV5, PV6 Electro-pneumatic security valves

In-line Valves

PV3/4, PV6/7, PV8/9 Electro-pneumatic valves~MDC GV1000!
MV3/4, MV8/9 Variable aperture manual valves~0; 1; 3.5; 10 mm!

In-line Apertures

A2/3, A4/5, A5/6 Replaceable apertures, currently with 2.5; 8; 8 mm diam s
A7/8, A9/10 Permanent apertures with 8; 8 mm diam s
MAIr6/7 Iris ~aperture variation in 0...13.5 mm range!

Nozzle Supersonic nozzle 20mm diam, platinum
Skimmer 0.5 mm diam, Ni~Beam Dynamics!
Manipulator 6 axis manipulator based on Thermionics Northwest

GP17 goniometer head with virtual tilt axis
Detector Extranuclear Quadrupole mass spectrometer, 0.75 in. diam.

rf rods, axial ionization region and off-axial channeltron
multiplier
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photodiode pair monitors the passing chopper disk slits
is used to initiate an electrical trigger pulse. This pulse i
tiates a programed delay time in the multichannel sca
~MCS!. The time of arrival, or time-of-flight~TOF!, of indi-
vidual scattered and detected particles is then recorded
ing repeated cycling and/or beam pulses. Compensation
small chopper-frequency-dependent time offset, caused
misalignment of the phototransistor position with the cho
per slit center and beam position, is included with one fix
parameter in the data evaluation software. This param
was established by the measurement of elastic scatterin
TOF spectra at the surface specular reflection angle, for
ferent chopper rotation frequencies. To achieve adeq

TABLE II. Operating parameters and velocity resolutions of helium bea

Nozzle
temperature,

K

He beam
energy,
meV

Nozzle
pressure,

bar

Chopper pulse
frequencies,

Hz

Dy/y, Velocity
resolution, %

42 10 3 400 0.8
73 15 6 600 0.7

133 29 30 600 0.9
273 60 55 600 1.5
p 2008 to 129.100.41.190. Redistribution subject to AI
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signal-to-noise ratios in the TOF spectra, scattering meas
ment times have ranged between 3 and 180 min, depen
on total beam fluxes and back-scattered fractions. Typ
experimentally determined He-beam velocity resolutions
example operation conditions, are presented in Table II.

The sample is mounted on a commercial six-axis go
ometer. Back-scattered intensity distributions can be m
sured as a function of the polar anglesΘ, the tilt anglex, or
the azimuthF. Most routine total intensity distributions o
the scattered He atoms are recorded with rotation of the c
tal about an axis perpendicular to the plane containing b
the incoming beam and detector~scattering plane!. Angular
distributions are thereby recorded as a function of the po
or incident angle,Θi , measured with respect to the surfa
normal ~see Fig. 2!. Typical measurement times for total in
tensity ~nonenergy resolved! angular distributions are in the
range of 3–8 min. ‘‘Out-of-plane’’ angular distributions ca
be recorded as a function of the polar angleΘi with the
addition of a surface normal tilt out of the scattering plan
Repeated ‘‘out-of-plane’’ scans can also be used to ra
across many scattering directions, thereby producing
scattered intensity images.

In addition to the total intensity angular distributio

.
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scans described above, time-of-flight energy resolved p
angle scans are also readily achieved. This type of scan
be used to select for definite inelastic features. Such en
resolved scans are presented in Sec. III below.

For the measurements reported here, the Cu~001! sample
was cleaned by cycles of ion bombardment at room temp
ture (30 min, Ne1, 600 eV, 5mA/cm2) and annealing up to
675 K for 10 min followed by a final heating to 900 K
Sample heating is achieved through either radiative or e
tron beam heating from an adjacent tungsten filame
Sample cooling uses a liquid nitrogen reservoir and a flex
copper braid. Crystal temperatures, between 100 K and
K, are measured with a spot-welded Chromel-Alumel th
mocouple tied to the crystal under tantalum supports. A
cleaning,in situAuger analysis, with a double pass cylindr
cal mirror analyzer, showed no measurable carbon, sulfu
oxygen contaminants~,0.005 ML!. Angular distributions
recorded from the clean surface reveal specular diffrac
peaks with full-width at half-maxima~FWHM! as small as
0.35°.

The high quality, low velocity spread, typical of the s
personic helium expansion, withDy/y;1%, is carried over
to the HD molecular beams by use of HD seeded in He. T
molecular HD beam originates from a gas cylinder mixtu
of 5%H2, 5%D2, and 90% He. The gas mixture~at ;20–50
bar! is passed over a Mg granule catalyst which is heate
600 K, thereby producing molecular HD. The time-of-flig
energy analysis technique typically shows aDy/y for He and
D2 ~mass 4! of order 1%. No attempt was made to evalua
the H2 characteristics in the beam as the signal to noise r
was anticipated to be poor. There is, however, no backgro
interference to the signal at mass 3. HD is resolved cle
with Dy/y typically ;1.5%.

The seeded beam, of HD~H2 and D2! in He, produces all
HD molecules in theJ50 rotational state due to rotationa
relaxation in the expanding beam.18 Rotational excitation of
the molecules can occur only on scattering at the surfa
Excitation from theJ50 to J51 state (J:0→1) is associ-
ated with a transfer of 11.063 meV of energy into the ro
tional degree of freedom. As the largest fraction of t
molecular-Cu scattering is elastic~with respect to the
surface-molecule energy transfers!, the most intense feature
in our angular diffraction scans correspond to aJ:0→1 ex-

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the instrument scattering geometry with res
to the target. Only beam/resolution defining apertures are included.~Note:
components are not to scale.!
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citation, with zero parallel momentum exchange. The ro
tionally inelastic coherent scattering is detected at incid
angles less than that of the truly elastic~specular! diffraction
peak. These types of characteristic angular intensity distr
tion combined with the TOF have been used for calibrat
purposes. This calibration was achieved through TOF m
surements of the rotationally elastically and inelastica
~with rotational excitation! scattered molecules. The Appen
dix details the calibration procedure for determination of a
paratus parameters. We concluded that the angle betw
incoming and outgoing beams is 99.0°60.1° and the dis-
tances, crystal-detector, and chopper-detector, are 1
60.001 m and 2.52560.001 m, respectively.

III. RESULTS

Figure 3~a! shows an observed angular distribution
the HD scattering intensity along the@11̄0# azimuth. Each of
the observed intensity peaks have been labeled with bo
rotational transition~if any! and an in-plane diffraction order
n. At the given incident energy of 36 meV only theJ:0
→1 and 0→2 rotational transitions are allowed as the inc
dent beam comprises onlyJ50 molecules, and theJ53
rotational state has an associated rotational energy;66 meV
~well in excess of 36 meV!. The peak assignments are,
part, confirmed by the energy resolved angular diffract

ct

FIG. 3. Angular distributions for HD scattering in the@11̄0# direction from
the Cu~001! surface atTx5323 K, andEi536 meV, ki57.2 Å21. ~a! The
total intensity distribution shows many peaks, each is labeled with a r
tional transition and a diffraction index. The lower panels show angu
distributions with TOF energy selection. In~b! elastic (DJ50) and in~c!
inelastic (DJ51) scattering channels are shown.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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scans in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!. Figure 3~b! displays the contri-
bution of the total intensity that is truly elastic. In contra
Fig. 3~c! displays an intensity contribution that is associa
with an 11.060.1 meV translational kinetic energy loss, i.e
a J:0→1 transition on surface scattering. The peak cor
sponding to theJ:0→1 rotational transition and no diffrac
tion ~with n50 at Θi541.5°! is the most intense and, esp
cially, this peak is more intense than the true specular p
~with n50 at Θi549.5°! andDJ50.

An Ewald representation of the scattering kinemat
~Fig. 4!, a useful visualization of the scattering processes
shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4~a! illustrates the case when n
rotational excitation occurs. Figures 4~b! and 4~c! show the
scattering kinematics for~b! J:0→1 and ~c! J:0→2 rota-
tional excitations. The angle between the incoming and o
going scattering wave vectors is kept constant as the t
scattering angleΘtotal5Θi1Θf(599°). The incoming (k i)
and outgoing (k f) wave vectors and the wave vector trans
(Dk) rotated about the~000! point as the sample is rotated
The scattering angle for each diffraction condition (Θi) is
equivalent to the angle between the incident vectork i and the
surface normal@DK5(00) line#. The Ewald constructions
clearly illustrate that the HD molecules which undergo pu
rotational excitations always show correspondingnth order
diffraction peaks at smaller scattering angles,Θi .

Comparable diffraction features are to be seen in ot

FIG. 4. Ewald representations of the instrumental geometries for HD s

tering along the@11̄0# direction and for incident beam energies of 36 me
Three different cases are presented separately;~a! no rotational excitation,
~b! J:0→1, and~c! J:0→2 rotational excitation. Vertical lines designate th

position of reciprocal lattice rods for Cu~001! in the @11̄0# direction. Note:
for inelastic scatteringuk f uÞuk i u. Case~c! shows a kinematic construction
for a diffraction intensity peak that is not physically observable. The~10!
diffraction condition illustrated in~c! has nonphysicalk f that does not
emerge from the surface (kf

Z,0).
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total angular scans. Figure 5 illustrates two scans taken
lower HD incident energy (Ei529 meV). The twon50 fea-
tures remain the most intense. Note, the relative strength
these two intense features are scarcely affected by the ch
of the scattering azimuth@compare Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. The
azimuth does, as anticipated, affect the position and inte
ties of thenÞ0 diffraction peaks.

The temperature dependence of the two intensen50
diffraction peaks have been investigated in Fig. 6. The p
intensity attenuations, with increasing temperature, are c
sistent with the Debye–Waller~DW! behavior

I 5I oe22W, ~1!

whereW is proportional to the surface temperature. For t
rotationally elasticn50 peak it has been suggested19 that the
DW factor is given by

2W5
24m~Ei

Z1D !Tx

MkBQD
2 , ~2!

wherem is the mass of the incident particle, andM is the
mass of the surface species.Ei

Z is given byEi
Z5Ei cos2 Θi

andD is a potential well depth. The data~not shown! indi-
cate a surface Debye temperature,QD~He! , ~as seen by the
helium atoms! to be approximately 302 K. A value of 269 K
in agreement with other workers16 is achieved only if the
well depth is assumed to be; 0. For HD scattering the
measured Debye temperatures are much lower if the w

t-

FIG. 5. Angular distributions for HD scattering from the Cu~001! surface at
Tx5133 K, andEi529 meV, ki56.5 Å21. ~a! Total intensity scan taken

along the@11̄0# direction. ~b! Total intensity scan taken along the@100#
direction.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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7718 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 16, 22 October 2001 Goncharova et al.
depth is ignored~see tabulated data in Table III!. Yet the
hydrogen/Cu~001! well depth is well characterized for bot
H2 and D2,

20 and also for HD.21 Inclusion of the well depth
DHD530.5 meV restoresQD~HD! to the order of 290 K; this
value is also observed for two incident beam energies.22

For the rotationally inelastic peaks, the incidentki
Z is not

equivalent to the finalkf
Z . Thus in analysis of then50 ro-

tationally inelastic peak we have utilized the more gene
form of Eq. ~2!;

2W5
3\2~Dkeff

Z !2Tx

MkBQD
2 . ~3!

Equation ~3! can also include the Beeby effect23 of a
potential well before a hard wall surface; the effectiveDkZ is
raised appropriately. For the rotationally inelastic peak
slightly higherQD~HD! is found ~;324 K!.

Figures 3 and 5 show not only the coherent diffracti
intensity peaks~with DJ50, 1 and 2!, but also weaker in-

FIG. 6. Temperature variation of then50 HD diffraction peaks.~a! Ei

530 meV,ki56.6 Å21; ~b! Ei537 meV,ki57.3 Å21. Solid symbols rep-
resent peak intensities for the elastic (J:0→0) specular reflected peak
Open symbols show the higher rotationally inelastic (J:0→1) n50 diffrac-
tion peak intensities. Best fit straight line gradients are displayed for the
curves.

TABLE III. Debye–Waller temperatures.

Scattering
species

Incident energy
@meV#

Assumed
well depth

@meV#

QD @K#

R.E. R.I.

He 39.0
0 26964 —
5.7a 30264 —

HD
29.6

0 15563 16164
30.5b 28767 32167

36.6
0 17563 17864

30.5b 29968 32767

aReference 22.
bReference 21.
Downloaded 16 Sep 2008 to 129.100.41.190. Redistribution subject to AI
l

a

tensity shoulders around both then50, DJ50 and 1 diffrac-
tion conditions. The background levels in the scans of F
3~b! and 3~c! suggest that some of the shoulder intensity
incoherent scattering of either the elastic or the purely ro
tionally inelastic types.

Other inelastic components, namely inelastic phon
scattering, are also present. By a comparison of the time
flight spectra for Cu~001! along the@11̄0# azimuth, mea-
sured both with He~Fig. 7! and with HD ~Fig. 8!, the HD
spectra have the additional nondispersing feature at211.1
meV. Also, while the helium time-of-flight spectra sho
sharp features which disperse away from the~DK50, DE
50! specular condition, the HD spectra have additional
elastic features dispersing from the rotationally inelastic o
gin ~DK50, DE5211 meV!.

The helium energy and parallel momentum transfers

ur

FIG. 7. A series of TOF spectra, converted to the energy transfer scale

He scattering from Cu~001! along the@11̄0# direction. All spectra show
sharp inelastic peaks which can be attributed to the creation of the vertic
polarized surface Rayleigh phonon mode~R!. The surface longitudinal reso
nance~LR! and bulk edge~B! modes can also be observed at incident ang
far from the specular (Θi549.5°).
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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shown in Fig. 9~a!. Several inelastic energy modes a
clearly identified: the perpendicular polarized Raylei
modes (R), the longitudinal resonance modes~LR!, and the
transverse bulk edge modes~B!. The dispersion curves mea
sured here are in good agreement with experimental
obtained by other workers.16,17 A similar dispersion plot is
shown of the HD inelastic modes from Cu~001! along the

@11̄0# direction @Fig. 9~b!#. The bars through data point
indicate the full-width-at-half-maximum of the observed fe
tures. Bars without data points are drawn to indicate br
plateau regions of intensity. On the same picture, the p
tions of the helium inelastic scattering modes, i.e., Rayle
wave (R), longitudinal resonance~LR!, and transverse bulk
edge~B! @just as in Fig. 9~a!# are indicated by dotted lines
originating from theDK50, DE50 point. For clarity also
the Raleigh wave modes,R1 and R2 are shown dispersing
through theDK50, DE5211 meV origin.

The positions of the so-called ‘‘deceptons’’ have al
been mapped out in Fig. 9~b! as a short-dashed line, marke

FIG. 8. Typical energy-transformed TOF spectra for HD scattering from

clean Cu~001! surface along the@11̄0# direction. The rotationally inelastic
dispersionless mode@DE52DErot(0→1)5211 meV# is clearly present at
all scattering angles. The rotationally elastic peak (DE50 meV) is observed
only at angles close to the specular. In the regionΘi541.5°→49.5° two
other types of inelastic feature can be identified. One type disperses int
elastic origin, the other to an inelastic origin~DK50, DE52DErot

5211 meV!. Note that atΘi,41.5° all of the inelastic peaks are of th
latter inelastic origin type.
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‘‘ D.’’ Points can arise on this decepton dispersion curve
the false analysis of weak features originating with no
monochromatic incident particles. They can be observed
distinct features either close to diffraction conditionsn
Þ0)19,24 or, in the case of HD scattering, close to rotation
excitations ~and diffraction!. Observed decepton feature
near theDE52DErot(0→1) condition are not displayed in
this dispersion plot.

Inelastic peaks displayed in the positive energy trans
region can be associated with Raleigh wave modes, sim
to those observed in the helium spectra. AtDE
,211.06 meV all the displayed inelastic peaks can be fit
well to the Raleigh mode curve passing through theDK
50, DE5211.06 meV origin. The intermediate (211.06
,DE,0 meV) region shows evidence of the two types
modes, i.e., those dispersing from theDE50 origin and
those from theDE5211 meV origin. The detailed observa
tions in this region, however, show that simple mode assi
ment is more complex. Figures 10~a!–10~d! are designed to
illustrate the apparent difference of modes seen in heliu
and HD scattering. One pair,~a! and~b!, shows nearly iden-
tically positioned inelastic features for He and HD scatter
but, as one concentrates on a region closer to theDE50

e

he

FIG. 9. ~a! Dispersion curves of surface and bulk phonon features of

Cu~001! surface measured along the@11̄0# direction, as measured with He
scattering. Data were collected from TOF spectra with incident ener
ranging from 17 to 37 meV (ki55.728.4 Å21); ~b! dispersion curves
measured with HD beam atEi529 meV (ki56.5 Å21). The position of the
Rayleigh wave, longitudinal resonance and bulk edge modes@as measured
previously in ~a! above with He# are indicated by the dotted lines. Th
anticipated dispersion associated with Rayleigh phonon modes coupled
rotational excitation are labeledR1 andR2 . The additional horizontal line at
DE52DErot(0→1) shows the dispersionless energy losses expected
pure rotational excitation alone. The near parallel scan curves~running gen-
erally from lower left to top right! show the kinematic conditions of the
measurements presented in Fig. 8 and provide the wave vector assignm
DK, of observed features. Possible positions of decepton features
marked by the short dashed line labeled ‘‘D.’’
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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origin, the other pair of energy-transferred TOF scans,~c!
and ~d!, shows distinctly different intensity peak position
The apparent mode energy is displaced by as much as
meV. The simple assignment of the HD inelastic features
the Raleigh wave mode is not possible. Figure 8~c! shows an
enlargement of the measured dispersion curves, near
DK50, DE50 origin.

Last, a series of TOF measurements, shown in Fig.
were performed for HD scattering along the@100# azimuth.
These measurements were taken with an identical sur
temperature~133 K! and beam energy~Ei529 meV, ki

56.5 Å21! to those used in the measurements shown
Figs. 8 and 9. Figure 12 shows the mapped out disper
curves along the@100# azimuth. Again, the simple assign
ment of the HD inelastic features to the Raleigh wave mo
is not possible.

FIG. 10. A comparison of energy-transformed TOF spectra measured
He ~a, c! and HD~b, d! at two incident angles~Θi545.5° for a–b, 46.5° for
c–d!. For a clearer comparison the Jacobean transformation was not ap
to the HD data. A blow up of the dispersion curves nearDE50, DK50
region is presented in~e! with He data~open circles! and HD data~closed
circles! superimposed. The scan curves for the He scattering are depicte
dotted lines, and those for the HD scattering by solid lines. Incident ener
in these He/HD comparison measurements are chosen such that the
curves run nearly parallel and cross in theDE50, DK50 region.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The main observations are as follows:~i! the most in-
tense HD diffraction peak corresponds to theJ:0→1 rota-
tional state transition and zero parallel momentum trans
~ii ! the ratios of the rotationally inelasticJ:0→1 n50 to
rotationally elasticJ:0→0 n50 peak intensities~RI/RE!
are essentially independent of the scattering azimuth;~iii ! the
two major elastic and inelastic HD peak intensities sh
well-behaved Debye–Waller dependence;~iv! the first order
diffraction peaks of the rotationally inelastically scatter
HD are of significant intensity but are not symmetric;~v! the
measured HD phonon dispersion curves do not lie exactly
the surface Raleigh mode dispersion curves.

~i! The molecular charge density contours and the in
action potential of hydrogen with any other molecule clus
or surface are, to first approximation, spherical. Hence,
H2 and D2 surface scattering, only a small fraction of th
symmetric scattering molecules undergo rotatio
excitation/de-excitation.8,20 In contrast, this and other work13

show that HD has a high probability for rotational excitatio
on surface scattering. This can be broadly understood wi
a classical discussion of angular momentum exchanges.

ith

ied

by
es
can

FIG. 11. Energy-transformed TOF spectra for HD scattering from the cl
Cu~001! surface along the@100# direction. Note: one TOF scan is shown fo
Θi541.2° ~slightly away from the rotationally inelastic peak position!. The
strong inelastic feature maps onto the deception dispersion curve in Fig
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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HD the center of mass of the molecule is displaced b
distancea50.164 Å from the molecular electronic cente
For a sudden impact, any molecule undergoing a momen
transfer\Dk would also have an angular momentum,DL ,
imparted to it on scattering:

uDL u>a\uDkusina, ~4!

wherea is the orientation of the molecular axis with respe
to the momentum transfer (\Dk). For a typical momentum
exchange~say ;2\ ki

Z , of order 11\J s Å21! the imparted
angular momentum may be as large as 1.8\ J s ~depending
on the instantaneous molecular orientation!. Thus it is of no
surprise that HD can undergo the 0 to 1\ rotational excita-
tion with high probability on most surfaces, just as is illu
trated in Figs. 3 and 5.

~ii ! In the above arguments, no reference is made to
nature of the scattering surface. The surface is presumed
to have high specularn50 reflectivity ~with little corruga-
tion!, and to have a low probability of energy transfer eith
from, or into, the surface. The above assumptions may
good for Cu: consistently the scattering azimuth appare
does not affect the relative probability ofJ:0→1 andJ:0
→0 processes forn50, i.e.,RI/RE.

~iii ! The simple kinematic argument@assuming W
}^(Dkeff

Z uZ)
2&# explains well the relative magnitudes of th

HD Debye–Waller factors of the twoDK50 ~or n50! HD
diffraction peaks. Also, we note that an experimentally d
termined value for the HD well depth (DHD530.5 meV)
gives consistent values for the surface Debye temperatu
QD , for both HD and He scattering. Unfortunately we cou
not determine whether the same Debye–Waller behavior
tends to H2 and D2 scattering on Cu~001!. A discrepancy for
the homonuclear molecular isotopes was observed for hy
gen scattering from Ag~111!.9

~iv! The surface corrugation and transfer of perpendi
lar to parallel energy cannot be ignored for scattering fr
this surface as the diffraction peaks do represent a signifi
fraction of the scattered intensity. While Cu~001! exhibits
anomalously low first order diffraction peak intensities f
helium ~a corrugation amplitude below 0.005 Å19!, HD dif-
fraction features are much more clearly observable in the

FIG. 12. Dispersion curves of features measured with HD~Ei529 meV,
ki56.5 Å21! from the Cu~001! surface along the@100# direction. For other
details, compare directly with Fig. 9~b!. Note also, one decepton feature~h!
is shown here.
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angular scans. Using a simple Eikonal calculation and c
sidering only the intensity in rotationally elastic channels, t
‘‘elastic’’ HD corrugation amplitude is of order 0.06 Å.24

This corrugation change from He to HD has be
explained25 in terms of a deeper HD physisorption potent
well, and the closer approach of HD molecules to the surf
than for He atoms with comparable incident energies.

An unorthodox ‘‘inelastic’’ Eikonal approximation could
also be applied for the calculation of inelastic diffractio
intensities. However, there remains a fundamental prob
in the application of any kinematic approach to the inelas
data. Namely, the first order diffraction peaks of the rotatio
ally inelastic HD are not symmetric. ForEi

HD536 meV and
J:0→1, the (1̄0) peak is approximately five times more in
tense than for the~10! peak. The asymmetry factor raises
;38 asEi is decreased to 29 meV. For a surface with
version symmetry the asymmetry factor is not expected
nematically, as the perpendicular momentum transfersDkZ

are identical for both theJ:0→1 n51 andn521 peaks.
More complete close coupling calculations~beyond the
scope of this paper! would be required to accurately repro
duce the experimental diffraction intensities. Note also
n511 diffraction peak for aJ:0→2 event, is illustrated in
Fig. 4~c!. This diffraction condition is not physically obtain
able, as the ‘‘requiredkf vector’’ is directed into the surface
This is an extreme example where clearly, contrary to ki
matic calculational approaches, then51 andn521 diffrac-
tion peakscannot show symmetric intensities. A simila
asymmetry was observed for HD A1~001! scattering,26 also
for D2 NaF scattering.12 Surprisingly, the asymmetry was no
detected~or was not so pronounced! for Ni~001!13 and for
Ag~111!.9,15 In the latter case the instrumental angular re
lution was only just sufficient to resolve diffraction peak
We speculate only that the removal of an asymmetry in
Ni data may be an incidental side effect of other facto
pertinent to Ni that we discuss at the end of this section.

~v! The results of the time-of-flight measurements in
cate that there is a strong coupling of the HD molecules
surface phonons at the Cu~001! surface. However, it is also
apparent, that the strongest coupling is not necessarily to
surface Raleigh modes, such as is the case for He scatte
A similar conclusion was drawn by Berndtet al. when con-
sidering the HD scattering from the Ni~001! surface. For Ni
the dispersion of the measured rotationally inelastic po
followed most closely the surface projected bulk band ed
over a range from20.35 Å21,DK,0.4 Å21. For Ni~001!
@100# the ratio of the transverse bulk edge and Raleigh d
persion gradients is only 1.28~indicating the excellent accu
racy and resolution of the data set13!. For the Cu~001! @11̄0#
azimuth the gradient ratio of the bulk edge and Raleigh d
persion curves is as high as 2.84. Despite careful meas
ments, however, we have not been able to assign one
~or one mode! to the dispersion of the HD/Cu data. Th
measured dispersion appears to waiver between the Ra
and the bulk edge. For Cu~001! there is also the possibility
of coupling into the longitudinal mode. As a reminder, t
longitudinal mode on Cu~001! has an unusually large cros
section for the He probe.16 Can the same be true for HD?

For both scattering azimuths investigated, the widths
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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7722 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 16, 22 October 2001 Goncharova et al.
the observed inelastic features, as indicated by bars on
HD diagrams of Figs. 9 and 12, are substantially broa
than the instrumental resolution and are often broad eno
to include all three~Raleigh, longitudinal, bulk edge! fea-
tures. Thus HD must couple more strongly than He to eit
the longitudinal and/or the bulk phonons. We propose the
fore that the central peak position is governed by the rela
cross sections for the three modes for the two directio
Coupling of HD to the three modes will be tied closely to t
azimuth, to impact energies, to energy losses as well as to
exact nature of the surface interaction potential. Enhan
ment of HD-bulk phonon cross sections~over He-bulk pho-
non cross sections! may be anticipated as the increased p
tential well depth of HD allows for closer approach distanc
and overall stronger coupling.

Last, we wish to make other comparisons with the pu
lished data13 for the Ni~001! surface. A most surprising dis
tinction is that the CuJ:0→1/J:0→0, i.e., ‘‘RI/RE, ’’ ratios
~e.g., RI/RECu;5:1 for Tx5323 K, Ei536 meV; or;2:1
for Tx5133 K, Ei530 meV! are markedly different from
that shown for the Ni surface~e.g., RI/RENi;20:1 for Tx

5390 K, Ei532 meV!. Explanation of this distinction could
depend on several factors including~a! HD scattering geom-
etries, i.e., Θtotal, ~b! incident HD beam properties,~c!
Debye–Waller factors and surface temperatures,~d! surface
defect densities,~e! coincidence with the resonance feature
and/or~f! the surface purity, especially adsorped H.

The nickel experiments were performed with an appa
tus utilizing Θtotal590° compared to ours at 99°. At an
given Ei , the magnitude of the elastic momentum trans
vectors,u\Dku, are 8% higher for the Ni experiments tha
for Cu. The ratioRI/RE is only weakly DkZ dependent;
factor ~a! would raise the peak intensity ratioRI/RE for Ni
by only a small fraction~less than 20%!. The experimentally
observed peak widths, one of which can show veloc
spread broadening, are not significantly different from Cu
Ni, as similar HD beam energies and comparable ener
resolutions~;1.5%–2%! were used in both experiment
This implies that factor~b! is insufficient to explain the Cu
and Ni RI/RE ratio difference. The bulk Debye
temperatures27 for Cu and Ni are, respectively, 343 K an
450 K. This difference, if mirrored in surface Debye tem
peratures, would only lead to enhancedRI/RE for Cu com-
pared to Ni; in contrast with the observed distinction. Fac
~c! is discounted; it is not contributing to a largerRI/RE for
Ni than for Cu. The Ni work showed evidence of coupling
defects with incoherent rotationally inelastic scattering~that
is not apparent in this Cu work!. But there was no evidenc
that scattering into incoherent channels preferentially atte
ates the coherentRI peak intensity over the coherentREpeak
intensity. Thus factor~d! is disregarded. Regarding~e!, in our
measurements resonance conditions have been avoide
the incident energy used in the Ni experiment would ha
coincided with a resonance condition, then theRE intensity
would be enhanced~coupling into a resonance maximum!
and theRI intensity would be reduced~coupling into a reso-
nance minimum28!. Therefore, an incident energy region c
incident with an HD on Ni bond state resonance condit
can only reduce theRI/RE ratio. Factor~f! above~namely
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hydrogen adsorption! is to be prevalent on Ni at the low
surface temperature (Tx5133 K). It is, however, with the
adsorbed H species that theRI/RENiH ratio is restored to a
value ~e.g., RI/RENiH;6:1 for Tx5150 K, Ei532 meV!
that is, comparable with the data seen on other surfaces
anticipated effect of H adsorption would be the mass indu
changing of the vibrationally elastic intensities. A corr
sponding increase in the Debye–Waller factors with H a
sorption would be observed. Thus the anticipatedRI/RE ra-
tio ought to increase further with H adsorption, which
contrary to that seen experimentally. We conclude that th
is an anomalousRI/RE ratio for the clean Ni surface. Hy
drogen adsorption apparently removed this anomalous
havior.

The availability of the HD adsorption channel on Ni
the only, as yet not discounted, factor unique to the clean
surface. According to six-dimensional quantum dynamic c
culations of dissociative adsorption,29 H2 in the J50 state
exhibits an enhanced sticking probability on Pd~001! over
the other rotationally excited states. The implication f
Ni~001! might be that the near surfaceJ50 molecules have
a higher probability of accessing a predissociation chan
This channel then either allows complete dissociation or
lows further J:0→1 conversion before coherent re
emergence from the surface. Either case would explai
preferred reflection of the rotationally excited HD molecul
from the clean Ni surface, i.e., at surface temperatures ab
that for H2, HD, or D2 desorption.

V. SUMMARY

We have measured the angular intensity distributions
time-of-flight spectra for HD scattering from the Cu~001!
surface. Both the Cu and Ni~001! surfaces behave similarly
in that scattering HD molecules do not couple exclusively
the surface Raleigh phonons: strong HD coupling with b
phonon modes of the metal surfaces are implied. Couplin
HD to the surface longitudinal modes of copper also can
be discounted. In addition, we have suggested that Ni~001!
showed an unusually low elastic specular feature and h
proposed that there is an enhanced probability for the HD
the J50 rotational state to couple into a predissociati
channel above the Ni surface.
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APPENDIX

The study of inelastic scattering processes, using ato
and molecular beams, ideally requires back-scattered en
determinations to a precision of order6 0.1 meV or better.
This degree of precision demands very accurate meas
ments of both times-of-flight as well as the time-of-flig
distances. Typically, flight distances cannot be measured
accurately within UHV chambers. Also, the ionization regi
of the detector is elongated and it is not possible to pre
the position of maximum ionization probability. Thus on
approach to calibration of the distances is to use a stan
such as the rotational energy gain and transnational en
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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loss for HD undergoing aJ50 to J51 transition (DErot

511.063 meV). The analysis used here for the time-of-fli
distances and the total scattering angle determination
volved a number of details that are described below.

Time-of-flight distances

For a rotational transition, the conservation of ene
gives:

Ei5Ef2DErot , ~A1!

whereDErot is the change in transnational energy of a ro
tionally excited molecule, far from the surface. The ro
tional energy is considered to have a precise~gas-phase!
quantum value~211.063 meV! for the J:0→1 excitation.
The energy terms can be expressed in terms of the velo
of the particles in the following manner:

Ei5
my i

2

2
5

m

2 S SCD

tCD,elast
D 2

~A2!

and

Ef5
my f

2

2
5

m

2 S STD

tTD
D 2

, ~A3!

whereS is distance,t is time-of-flight and indexesC, T, and
D stand, respectively, for chopper, target~crystal!, and detec-
tor. Substitution into Eq.~A1! gives

DErot5
m

2 H S STD

tCD,inel2tCD,elastS 12
STD

SCD
D D 2

2S SCD

tCD,elast
D 2J .

The last equation includestCD,elastand tCD,inel which are ex-
perimentally observable flight times. The suffix ‘‘inel’’ refer
to the observed inelastic time of feature that correspond
the pureJ:0→1 transition. The independent determinati
no

.
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of the flight distancesSTD and SCD is achieved through a
minimum of two data sets~each with atCD,elast and tCD,inel

pair! taken with differing incident energy values,Ei . Self-
consistency is also checked with additional data sets.

Total scattering angle

The value of the total scattering angleΘ ~angle between
incoming and outgoing beams:Θtotal5Θi1Θf! has also been
calibrated:

Θf5Θtotal2Θi . ~A4!

The conservations of energy and of parallel momentum co
ponents can be stated:

\2ki
2

2m
5

\2kf
2

2m
1DErot , ~A5!

K i5K f1G, ~A6!

where ki , kf are the magnitude of the incident and fin
molecular wave vectors,m is a molecular mass of HD,K is
the parallel component of the incident wave vector,G is a
surface reciprocal lattice vector, andDErot is the transfer of
transnational to rotational energy~if any!. The parallel pro-
jections of the incoming and outgoing wave vectors Eq.~A6!
can be restated in the following way:

ki sinΘi6nGx5Aki
21

2mDErot

\2 sin~Θtotal2Θi !

5kf sin~Θtotal2Θi !, ~A7!

whereGx is the projection of the reciprocal vector,G, on the
scattering plane. Equation~A7! gives us the unique position
of all the elastic and rotationally inelastic diffraction pea
and an expression for the incident scattering angle in te
of the total scattering angle:
ons;
sinΘi~n!5

nGxS ki

kf
1cosΘtotalD1sinΘtotalAki

21kf
212kikf cosΘtotal2n2Gx

2

ki
2

kf
12ki cosΘtotal1kf

. ~A8!

Only the relative positions for variousΘi(n) are easily measured, as initially there is an unknown offset inΘi . In practice, the
offset together with the one value forΘtotal are established by checking for self-consistency for many diffraction conditi
typically at n50, for largen, and for varyingEi .
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